GSI TECHNOLOGY

Specializing in the manufacturing and supply of high quality industrial hot melt inks, ink jet fluids, printing systems, labeling systems & thermal transfer printers designed for marking and coding products in the manufacturing and packaging industry.

GSI SERVICE

GSI offers a comprehensive service recovery program for Markem-imaje® hot melt print heads. Our technicians service all models including: 5000, 5200, 5400, 9000 & 6000 Series. Trident®, Xaar®, DOD & Thermal Transfer service also available!

HOT MELT INKS

GSI’s solid ink division specializes in the formulation and manufacturing of hot melt inks for use in a variety of different OEM printing systems. GSI’s hot melt inks are designed for utilization into a broad range of commercial and industrial ink jet printing applications. Whether it’s a development project or an interest to use a GSI product in your OEM printer; GSI ensures that it will meet all compatibility requirements of your system. GSI is ready to assist you with your hot melt ink needs today.

THERMAL SYSTEMS

Matthews® Thermal Transfer printers are ideal for integrating into most packaging and labeling equipment. Printers offer full networking capabilities, versatile control & user friendly software. GSI offers a complete line of industrial Thermal Ink Jet printers for box coding, mail addressing, wide format, primary and secondary packaging & more. We provide both Hewlett Packard® & Lexmark™ technology to fit your project and budget.

HOT FOIL CODERS

The OpenDate® line of Hot Foil Printers are modern contact coders that can meet any of your printing requirements. These Hot Foil printers are ideal for printing a variety of batch, lot and date codes, logos, graphics, bar codes and more. The OpenDate® line of Hot Foil Printers are well suited for any industry. Capable of printing onto a wide range of materials including films, labels, cartons, pipe, cable, plastics and more.

RIBBONS-PRINTHEADS

GSI offers a complete line of direct replacement thermal transfer ribbons, parts and OEM printheads for all major thermal transfer printers today!

CONTACT US:

727-834-8210

Graphic Solid Inks: 2300 Destiny Way, Odessa, FL 33556
info@gsinks.com // www.gsinks.com